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For the 2015, the PA partnered with the Office of Advancement - Alumni Relations
to jointly offer lectures to the TFS Community featuring TFS graduates. This decision
was made in the spirit that these lectures would both be informative and showcase
the incredible talent of TFS graduates.
In 2015, two events took place and one is planned for the fall.
On January 27th, 2015, The Lecture Series presented Memory and Retention for
Effective Learning in Children. The presenters were Drs. Shayna Rosenberg and
Alice Kim. This lecture featured the research study that the TFS Learning Forum is
participating in conjunction with Baycrest and the University of Toronto.
On April 21, 2015 The Lecture Series presented The Well Balanced Student. The
presenters were Zia Lakdawalla (’93) and Wendy Manel. This interactive
presentation gave parents practical tools to deal with stress and overscheduling in
students.
In the fall 2015, Dr. Samantha Nutt will speak to both students and parents on:
Conflicted? The World of War
This presentation takes a compelling look at the impact of war – the
truth, the lies, and the reality on the ground – and the major events
currently shaping our world. Geared towards students, educator and
general audiences, this captivating presentation examines our
growing global economic and security inter-dependence, and explores
the meaning of social justice and community in the 21st century.
The PA is currently waiting to hear from administration for a suitable
date in November for this lecture.

BUDGET
DATE

EVENT

JANUARY 27, 2015 Memory and Retention for
Effective Learning in Children
-Shayna Rosenberg and Alice Kim
Food
APRIL 21, 2015

FALL 2015

COST

PA COST

$0

$0

$500

$0

The Well Balanced Student
$1000
-Zia Lakdawalla and Wendy Manel

$500

Food

$1000

$500

Samantha Nutt

$5000

$2500

Food

$1000

$500

TOTAL 2015:
Notes:

$4,000

-January 27th food was paid by Advancement – Learning Forum
-Spring and Fall lectures split with Advancement and the office

